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What Can You Do With Your Body? 
in the mornings now i try and stretch myself into calm . let every 
joint be the soundtrack of morning breakfast rice bathed in 
pasteurized chemical love . let my legs be enough to smile at 
strangers . my arms expand from crossed to shrug to cartwheel 
hallelujah . let my neck support my decision to look ahead instead of 
down . at my feet . at others . at the fuck yesterday 

i try these things 

the video says after thirty days this will be routine . my depression 
tensing into power . i will no longer be soft or hard . i will just be 
flux enough to be human . in less pain . in my legs . in my heart . in 
my brain . in the vast everything of ok 

the man who recommended the video lost . fifty pounds two years 
ago . his terrible habit of eating everyone else’s fries . the desire to 
smoke cigarettes and weed . his father 

when his father died he started taking everything back . the weight . 
the nicotine . the thursday afternoons watching military 
documentaries and getting fucked the fuck up . the saturday 
mornings preaching bipartisan nonsense and non-apologetic classism 
to trapped retail clerks 

i told my own father he was not allowed to die for three years . or 
until i gave up trying to improve myself 

i bought a monthly bikeshare membership the day my father went in 
for surgery on his carotid arteries . he got better . i cancelled my 
membership . citing lack of availability . full docks . corporate 
takeover . i didn’t quit . i was protesting 

the most amazing thing my body does is believe . in itself . in 
gravity . in its ability to grind through life without proper 
maintenance . it continues despite . it continues to spite 

i never learn enough about any machine to understand when it does 
or doesn’t work . this starts with the machine of me . the congested ... 
do we still use gears ? ... dials ? ... pins of me  

i don’t have rituals past morning . i operate without manual  . or 
schedule . i exist through sheer force of inertia 



Tell Me About Your Lover’s Hands 
Cigarettes . Snapping when he forgets what he’s looking for . He can 
snap his thumb against every other digit and make it click . When he sits 
down to write . a fluttering . a conductor’s preparation . a fraud psychic’s 
connection . a pianist with a ghost keyboard 



The Sweetest Taste You’ve Ever Experienced 
As a man who 
loves the sweet 
but not the saccharine how 
do i describe what i am 
looking for in a memory? 

The backwash of cherry 
coke in a gag kiss 
from someone i actually had 
feelings for? 

Frosting licked off 
a man’s birthday 
cake nose? 

Mango on a riverbed? 

All these memories taste 
artificial even 
though i was there for them 
Can still picture but 
not taste 

Scent memory only 
occurs when a smell’s distant 
relative visits 

Taste sometimes  
accompanies the scent 

Vision and sound attack me 
with no warning 
        no context 
That song 
That face 
That laugh 
Those fingers 
But what does sweet taste 
like? It is pornography  
or art I can tell you  
when i taste it Only then 



What Is Soft? What Does It Mean? 
Kimberly calls the men she doesn’t like 
soft and sings sharp songs to their destruction 

Men with ys at the end 
of their names 

Not my back 

Fresh water once 
the surface has been plumbed 

Lips are harder and more 
scaled than poets would have 
you believe It is the doughy cheek 
and focused tongue that plush the kiss 

Grass is another lie 
like hay or any of the rigid 
spines jutting up from 
the mowed or unmowed ground 

The word ethereal moreso than what 
it represents Slow speech in 
The word                           dulcet 
tones Justified text 

Allergens 

Snow but 
only before it hits 
the ground 
Again the ground 
ruining the soft in everything it touches 

The sound of a name 
with fond remembrances 
though remembrance is a jagged ordeal 

 



The First Verse In The Bible Of Soft 
Shoes which assure the conservation of shatter 



A Time When You Weren’t 
But Wish You Had Been Soft 

Every bread knifed breakup i wish i could take back . Not what i said . What i 
thought . The italicized serifs i swallowed so they would not see me angry , 
though clearly . they knew i was angry . My face the curses i do not speak  

I am doing this wrong . i am trying to be general . soft i suppose . rather than 
cite the precise coordinates of where my jagged aloofed 

The kitchen . the filthy kitchen . His ... i am still not ready to be anything 
about this but swallowed ... so forget the him for this filthy kitchen . Let’s go 
back to the restaurant where the hard water clenched our limbs . Our tongues 
are limbs . Our drunkest eyes are limbs . Every tinfoiled thing we’ve ever said 
to each other was a limb sawed off of our tongues 

The man from the kitchen . the restaurant . the remembrance . he said 
something sea urchin . did not draw blood . yet i swallowed copper . told him 
to draft an exit plan 

Regret is a cursive word for an all caps emotion . I don’t know what i want to 
have done differently . only that i wish . things were not the same . and there 
again the problem . i don’t know what i want 

from anyone 

I wish i were more flesh than bone . in just about every conversation where i 
spoke calcium . yet i wish i was more bone than flesh whenever i am papercut 



The Sweetest Taste You’ve Ever Experienced 
A schoolbus is a rotten remembrance machine 
always being serviced to meet the minimum requirements 
of ferrying the potential into the educated 
guess of the future 

Brian’s brother dennis 
singing some forgotten vaudevillian relic from some cartoon 
grabbed the can i’d been drinking from 
and tilted it to the lips that never remembered my name 

That’s the last of my cherry 
coke Asshole was the saltiest  
i’d ever spoken with the older boys 

There was no apology for the theft 
only his moon face coming 
in for a landing against mine 

The flooding of something 
i never imagined would ever be 
returned to me  
tiding back into my mouth 

 



What Can You Do With Your Body? 
Stand 
for as long as the clock asks for more standing 

Heft a large piece of wood over the lips 
of a levelled display 
creating a temporary table 
to spread paper over 

I can hold a door open for 
an uncomfortable parade of strangers 

I can gawk at nothing if 
it means not staring at a person 
who doesn’t want my attention 

I can still climb stairs two or three at a time 
though i don’t 

I lift like i stand 
but only when inspired 

I can snap with my thumb and every finger on each hand and i can 
teach this useless skill to anyone who loves me 
enough to pay attention 



What Can You Do With Your Body? 
Forgive 
for as long as the clock asks for more 

Forgive 
over the lips 
A levelled display 

Forgive 
an uncomfortable parade of strangers 

Forgive  
who doesn’t want my attention 

Forgive 
though i don’t 

Forgive 
but only when inspired 

Forgive  
enough to pay attention 



Tell Me About Your Lover’s Hands 
No. 



A Time When You Weren’t 
But Wish You Had Been Soft 

His hands all oceaned into never 
Creased and ruptured as if 
prayer had boiled out of his palms 
Fingers grooved discordant 

I would not hold them until they healed 

 



Tell Me About Your Lover’s Hands 
It’s not as if either of us has died yet . as far as i know . There’s still a 
possibility of forgiveness . the sea urchin stuck in my throat . the ruptured 
remembrance tiding back everything i thought was sweet from him . We could 
still be soft together . with the proper amount of tongue sanding . with a 
backwash of copper . a levelled ocean we could spread paper over . Sure . the 
uneducated guess of our future is grooved discordant . our curses dulcet . If we 
ever speak again  

 



What Is Soft? What Does It Mean? 
The average of soft is honey . not the nickname . or the sweet drop of processed 
allergen on the tongue . The average of soft is the color of stained wood . a 
plant we killed when it was too old or inconveniently placed , or maybe it was 
goldilocks right . but we needed a table . or a chair . or something that feels 
hard . but looks soft . Is love a tree ? Not something deliberate you carve 
shaped and initials into . I mean ... I don’t know what i mean . again . I don’t 
know the sweetest thing i’ve ever tasted because i am not tasting it right now . 
My lover’s hands are absent and incapable of honey . of stained wood . of 
pasteurized chemical love  

The average of soft is forgiveness . when you forget what you’re looking for . 
flux enough to be human 



 


